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Agenda

● Full Text Search Syntax refresher

● Relevant Search using Graphs

● Advanced Full Text Search Queries



How is text data indexed ?





Default Stopwords for English

"a", "an", "and", "are", "as", "at", "be", "but", 
"by", "for", "if", "in", "into", "is", "it",
"no", "not", "of", "on", "or", "such",
"that", "the", "their", "then", 
"there","these",
"they", "this", "to", "was", "will", "with"
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Custom Lucene Analyzer



Custom Lucene Analyzer

ikwattro@mbp666 ~/d/_/nodes19> ll plugins/
total 28264
drwxr-xr-x   4 ikwattro  staff   128B Oct 10 09:46 .
drwxr-xr-x  17 ikwattro  staff   544B Sep 22 20:25 ..
-rw-r--r--@  1 ikwattro  staff    13M Sep 22 20:30 apoc-3.5.0.4-all.jar
-rw-r--r--   1 ikwattro  staff   4.9K Sep 23 12:08 fts-extra-1.0.0.jar



Relevant Search



Relevant Search

● You first query the graph to build the user context

● You then use the context to make search results relevant not only 

based on their text similarity, but also based on who the user is in 

the network.



Relevant Search

community.neo4j.com
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Hunger Games Questions for
"To be or not to be. Full Text Search tips and 
tricks"
1. Easy: What type of properties can we index for full text search.

a. All properties
b. Only strings and integers
c. Only strings

2. Medium: How can I index stopwords such that they can be searched?
a. Using an analyzer available in Neo4j
b. Using a custom analyzer written in Cypher
c. Using a custom analyzer written in Java

3. Hard: How can you boost a specific field during a query ?
a. Using the ~ operator
b. Using the ^ operator
c. Using the + operator

Answer here:  r.neo4j.com/hunger-games
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